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should recollect how easily he could hit several people and how 
inclin ed one is, if an inno cent per son actuaJly replied and ju s
tified him self, to hint , if not to say directly, th at he neverthe
less jus t po ssibly feels him self th e object of att ack since he de
fends himself . H e should rememb er that, in order to let 
him self be even m ore deterred from using such means. 

I now go on to Fcedrelandet, and here we have a happier sit
uation . After w ithstanding the storm over the D avid tri al, 
Fcedrelandet got on its feet with rejuvenated energy and espe
cially of late has achieved a vigorou s and sound existence. 
Fcedrelandet seems to have found the direction in whi ch it 
wants to move and in a frank and hon est editor259 a hand that 
w ill pr event every kind of eccentri city. It seems to have und er
stood that myth - I am almos t tempt ed to call it that- about 
th e battl e of freedom of the press in thi s country, fro m which 
one learn s among other thin gs to investigate mor e closely 
w hat freedom of the press there is before sound ing the alarm . 

M y present ation is now finished. 
I have discussed our Liberal j ourn alism and thereby dealt 

m ainly w ith Kje benhavnsposten and Fcedrelandet (of the other 
period icals the on e that perh aps mos t deserves menti on is th e 
Dansk Ugeskrifi,260 w hich , po ssibly mor e un obtru sive and 
quiet than oth ers, has pro duced many int eresting art icles); I 
shall not, howeve r, go into that furth er. I have attempted to 
show th at on th e wh ole it (Liberal jo urnali sm), perh aps w ith 
the exception of the mo st recent past , has not been as active as 
one is perh aps incl ined to believe, that Kjebenhavnsposten in 
parti cula r ha s often used a substitut e for genuine activity. - I 
have not discussed the Co nservative papers since I did not be
lieve th at tim e permitt ed th em to be included in one talk . 

Wheth er m y pre senta tion has been successful, the honor
able assembl y can best jud ge-a nd however this ju dgme nt 
m ay turn out , it w ill always be a joy to me if the assembl y will 
ackno wledge my end eavor to stand thi s evenin g solely as a re-
jlecteur. · 
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Preface 

A word in advance [ Forord] breaks up [ bryde J no quarrel, 1 one 
usually says, [but] this preface [Forord] at least breaks [ajbryde] 
the continuity of a quarrel I have ha~or quite a ~ong tim_s 
~this essay. Although I love 1m "with 
tongue and mouth and from the bottom of my heart" 2 and . 
truly regard him as my sincere friend, my alter ego (other 
self], 3 I am still far from being able to describe our relationship 
by substituting another expression that might perhaps seem 
identical: alter idem (another of the same kind]. Our relation- \ 
ship, you see, it_not a friendly idem per idem [ the same with the 
same]; on the contrar y, our opinions nearly always d.iffer and · 
weare perpetually in conflict with each other, although under 
it all we are united by the deepest, most sacred, indissoluble 
ties. Yes, although often diverging in magnetic repulsion, 4 we 
are stilL!nflR'-st -rongest sense of the word, inseparable; · even \ 
though our mutual friends have seldom, perhaps never, seen I 
us together, albeit that someone or other may at times have 
been surprised that just as he has left one of us, he has, almost 
instantaneously, met the other. We are, therefore, so far from 
being able to rejoice as_fuend0,n-the unity for which poets 
and orators in their repeated immortalizations have only a sin
gle expression-t~t it was as if one soul resided in two 
bodies 5-that with respect to us 1t must rat er seem as iftwo 
s~ resided in one body. --

W~wcmay have with each other, what domestic 
scenes sometimes occur-of this you, dear reader, will best be 
able to form a conception by permitting me to relate what has 
happened in the case of this present little essay, for from this 
trifle you can then easily infer the rest. The fact is that my 
friend suffers to a rather high degree from a sense of unfulfill
ment in the world, and this has often made me very worried 
about him and often made me fear that, if my good humor 
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, 11111d IIOl remedy things and dispel Saul's evil mood, 6 things 
would loo k bad for my friend, for me, and for our friendship. 
As is well known, th e hum an soul does not need quite as mu ch 
time as our globe do es to turn upon its axis. This moveme nt, 
how ever, is not on ly much faster, but the soul also passes 
thr ough th e variou s signs of the zodiac mu ch more frequ ently, 
just as, for the same reason, the period of stay in each sign is 
natur ally also considerabl y short er in relation to the speed of 
rotation. Now, when the soul enters the sign of hope and 
lon ging, according to my understanding there awaken in him, 
during the at tracti on of the different constellation s, vague pre
sentiments that, as in antiphonal chanti ng, answer and are met 
by the distant ton es that sound to us from our well-kn ow n, 
but also frequ ently forgot ten, true home. In such moment s, 
he closes himself up, silent and secret ive in his aoui:ov (inner 
sanctum ],7 so that he seems to avoid even me, in whom he 
otherwise usually completely confides, from whom he other
wise usually has no secrets, and it is only in a vanishin g reflec
tion , as it were, of what is movin g in his soul that I, in a 
str angely sym pathetic8 way (explicable only by an incomp re
hensible communicatio idiomatum [ communi cation of two na
tur es]), 9 feel what is stirrin g inside him. And when he return s 
to me again , half-a sham ed in case I should have noticed any
thin g, and th en after a littl e interval sadly exclaims: 

Es blies ein Jager wo hl in sein Horn, 
Wohl in sein Horn , 
Und alles was er blies das war verlorn 
[A hunt er blew upon his horn , 
Upon his horn , 
And all that he blew was lost at once ]10 

-he is actually close to casting a gloom over me. Alth oug h 
he succeeds now and again in seizing one or another of the 
fleeing ideas , he mu st also, as he says him self, st ruggle and 
strive with it. And although he forgets in the moment of 
blessing that he is limping, 11 he feels it only the more strongly 
when the idea depart s from him . But should it happen that he 
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secures and impri sons one of th em in a fuller mo ment (you 
have surely also expe rien ced, dear reader, that it is not only 
for our Lord that one day is as a thou sand years 12 but also, 
thou gh very rarely, for us men), he is often afraid that perhaps 
he has not had the thou ght chri stene d in time and that nisses 
and trolls have thus acquir ed pow er to leave a changeling in
stead. 

After many such difficulties , this {'resent littl e essay w as \ XIII 

also finished, and I, as· the medium th rough which he tele- . 
48 

~~ ~1f!t the world, had already taken charg e ofit in order 
to make th e necessary arrangements for the attainment of its 
external destiny-to be printed. But what happens! He had .
strong objection s toi t. "Yo u know very well," said he, " that \ 
I cons ider w riti"ng books to be the most ridicul ous thing a per
son can do . O ne surrend ers on eself entirely to the power of 
fate and circumstance, and how can one escape all the preju
dices peoe_le bring with them to th e reading of a book, which 
wo""rk n~ less disturbingly than th e preconceived ideas most 
brin g with them when they mak e someone's acquaint ance, 
with the result that _very few peopl e really kn ow what O!hers 
lo~e? What hope can one entertain that one will fall into 
the hands of readers wholly ex improvi so [w ithou t expec
tancy]?13 Besides, I feel tied by the fixed form the essay has 
finall y acquir ed and , in order to feel free again, will take it 
back into th e wom b once more, let it on ce again sink into th e 
twilight from which it came, where the idea 

Shows itself and smiles and disappears _ 
Like the point of a desired headl and in fog 14 

\ 

-m aybe then it can emerge in a regenerated shape. Further- J 
more, I know very well what it is that blind s you. Author's 
vanity, my dear! 'Poor thin g, can't yo u give up the vain hop e 
of being an author of four sheets?' "15 Amen! 'Q<; Eq>m:'. airtaQ 
iyci> µLv ltµEL~6µEvo<; itQOOEEmov [So he spoke, but I answered 
him and said) 16: Stuff and non sense. All yo u have said on the 
subj ect is of no weight and is neith er here nor there, and since, 
as you well kno w, the chatter that is neither here nor there is 
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always more than enough, I will not hear another word. ~ 
essay is now in my power; I have the command. So, stra ight 
aheia -;-"m arch. The order of the day is: Wha ~~ written , I o~_ve writ ~ .!!_ -

I ' 
\ )-,·1~i ~ 

r··\ C11
' '(\ 

_) 
verte [p.t.o.] 
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Postscript for the readers who possibly could be 

harmed by reading the preface: they could skip 
over it, and if they skipped far enough so that they 
skipped over the essay as well, it is of no conse
quence . 
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Andersen as a Novelist 

WITH CONTINUAL REFERENCE TO HIS LATEST WO,K: ~ _ 

ON<Y A FfDDLER" f ot,~) 

Far from remembering with thankfulness the struggles and 
hardships the world has endured in order to become what it 
is, the whole newer development 19-in order to begin again \ 
from the beginning ~ _l!as a great tenaefii:yeven to forge t,if 
poss 16le,the results this development has gained in the sweat 
of its brow. 21 In uneasy foreboding of the perfect justic e with 
which posterity could treat it in the same way, the develop
ment has a great tendency , on the one hand, to convince itself 
of its activity and significance and, on the other, to foist this 
acknowledgment upon posterity by making itself the true 
starting point of world histor y. It would like to do this by be
ginning, if it were possible, the positive era with itself and let
ting the previous existence [ Tilv~relse), if one is still reason
able enough to pre suppose such, be a life serfdom, a piece of 
subtraction on which one must only regr et that it has been 
necessary to spend so long a time . If we meet this phenome
non in its most respectable form, as it appears in Hegel's great 
attempt to begin with nothing, 22 it must both impress and 
please us: impress us, in view of the mor al strength with 
which the idea is conceived, the intelle ctual energy and virtu
osity with which it is carried out; please us, because the whole 
negation 23 is still only a movement inside the system's own 
limits, undertaken precisely in the interest of retrieving the 
gediegne [pure) abundance of existence. If we see the same phe
nomenon evoked by a genuinely original character's natur al 
opposition to the whole modern phraseology, ifwe see such a 
one, raised high above the crowd by the deep artesian force 
belonging to genius, stand like an imposing statue, com
pletely enveloped in the rich draperies of his homemade ter
minological cloak-but yet so egoistically enclosed in hims elf 
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''} :Y ~ re freely distribut e'd in the age of revolution and the insig
'\\ nia of the enterprise was conferred publicly during the cru

sades, 19 so today we are everywhere lavishly regaled with 
pragmatic rules, a calculus of considerations, etc. If a wh~e 
generation could be presumed to have the diplomatic task-of 
procrastinating a~ f continu ~r! ru~!~ tin_g~ action and" 
y~~'inatre-irseem as if~Q~~ Jting were h~pp_ening,°tnen we 
cannot deny that our age is performing just as amazingly as 
the age of revolution. If someone were to make an experi-

l· 

~ 

'~ 

ment and forget all he knows about the age and the plain fact 
. of its habitual and excessive relativity, ifhe were to come as if 

~ ~rom another world and were ~o read some books, an article 
;1 m the paper, or merely talk with a passer-by, he would get 

·v .____, the impression: By Jove, something is going to happen this; 
__ _ -l''\. very night-or something must have happened the night ':;:_J 
~ , .;s fore last!20 

~ ':; In contrast to the age of revolution, which took action, the ·1 

(\ 

L' 
~-

<l present age i~ n age of publicit y , the age of miscellaneous an-
c) nouncements: nothing hap ens but still there is instant public-_ 
"< ity. An insurrection in this day and age ts u er y ummagi-

C, "riaole; such a manifestation of power would seem ridiculous 
"'"'~ to the calculating sensibleness of the age. However , a political 

~ v\'-- virtuoso might be able to perform an amazing tour de force of 

t,~ quite another kind. He would issue invitations to a genera~ 

i\.,, 
'l 

- V\ 

~ 

.l meeting for the purpose of deciding on a revolution, wording 
. , f)the invitation so cautiously that even the censor would have !.} ~-t to let it pass. On the evening of the meeting, he would so J 

) 
1 

skillfully create the illusion that they had made a revolution 
tl that everyone would go home quietly, having passed a very 

pleasant evening. Acquiring a profound and capacious learn
ing would be practically unthinkable for young people today; 
they would consider it ludicrous. A scientific virtuoso, how-

~~1 ever , would be able to negotiate a radically different tour de 
force. He would casually outline a few features of a com
prehensive system and do it in such a way that the reader (of 
the prospectus) would get the impression that he had already 
read the system . 21 The age of the encyclopedists, the men 

1 
~~ 

j} :~ ~nde~atigably ~ r~te folios, is over;~ ~ it is the turn of 

~ 
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the lightly equipped encyclopedists who dispose of the whole 
of existence and all the sciences en passant. A penetrating reli
gious renunciation of the world and what is of the world , 22 

adhered to in daily self-denial, would be inconceivable to the 
youth of our day; every second theological graduate, how
ever, has enough virtuosity to do something far more mar
velous. He is able to found a social institution with no less a 
goal than to save all who are lost. 

The age of great and good actions is past; the present age is 
the age of anticipation. No one is willing to be satisfied with 
doing something s~ fic; ever y~ tu- lrrxrrrnt e-in-the
dayclream that he at least may discover a new part of the 
world . Our~ is an age of anticipation; even appreciative 
acknowledgment is accepted in advance. Just like a young 
man who, having resolved to study earnestly for his exams 
after September 1, fortifies himself for it by taking a vacation 
in the month of August, so the present generation-and this is 
much more difficult to understand-seems to have deter
mined in earnest that the next generation must attend to the 
work in earnest, and in order not to frustrate or deter them in 
any way, the present generation attends banquets. But there is 
a difference: the young man und erstands that his enterprises 
are rash and reckless; the present age is sober and serious
even at banquets. 

Action and decision are just as scarce these days as is the 
fun of swimming dangero usly for those who swim in shallow 
water. Just as an adult, himself reveling in the tossing waves, 
calls to thos e younger: "C:::ome on out, just jump in 
quickly"-just so does decision lie in existence, so to speak 
(although, of course, it is in the individual), and shouts to the 
youth who is not yet enervated by too much reflection and 
overwhelmed by the delusions of reflection: "Come on out , 
jump in boldly." Even if it is a rash leap, 23 if only it is deci
sive, and if you havethe ·~~ -s of a man, tfie clanger an-:i 
life's severe judgment upon your recklessness will help you to 
become one. 

If the treasure every one covets lies far out on a very thin 
crust of ice, guarded by the great danger to anyone venturin~ 
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so far out , whereas (let us assume this oddity which after all is 
odd only in the illustration) closer to shore the ice is thick and 

(

solid-in a passionate age the crowd would loudly cheer the 
bold , brave person who skates out on the thin ice. They 
would shudder for him and with him in his perilous decision, 
would grieve for him ifhe meets his death, and would idealize 
him if he gets the· treasure. The situation would be entirely 
different in a reflective age devoid of passion. In mutual rec
ognition of shared prudence, they would sensibly agree that it 
certainly would not be worth the trouble to skate out on such 
thin ice- in fact, it would be foolish and ridiculous. ~ an 
in!l!!_red _ve!:_l_!!~e. woJ.ilcLbe trans for-med into~ stunt
!"~ ord ~ _to do something ,J or "somethi !}g_ ~ s to becl nne." 
They would go out and from their safe vantage pomt71 ppraise 
with the air of connoisseurs the expert skater who can skate 
almost to the very edge (that is, as far out as the ice is still safe 
and just short of being dangerous) and then turn back. One of 
the skaters would be exceptionally skilled, and he would even 
be able to perform the stunt of making one seemingly hazard
ous swoop right at the very edge, causing the spectators to 
shout: "Ye gods, he is crazy, he is risking his life." But you 
see, he is so exceptionally skillful that he can make a sharp 
turn precisely at the extreme edge- that is, where the ice is 
still completely safe and still short of being dangerous. Just as 
at the theater, the crowd would shout "Bravo!" and acclaim 
him and then carry their heroic performer home on their 
should ers and honor him with a sumptuous banquet. Com -

( 
mon sense would becom e so predominant that it would 
change_t,h_~_ta_sk itself into a~!: a~ -~~__!Ct_u~~ a 
theater. At theoanqiiff iritl-ie evening, the admiration would --resound. But wher eas what usually happens where admira-
tion is authentic is that the admirer is inspired by the thought 
of being a man j ust like the distinguished person, is humbled 
by the awareness of not having been able to accomplish this 
great thing himself, is ethically encouraged by the prototype 
to follow this exceptional man's example to the best of his 
ability, here again practical common sense would alter the 
pattern of admirati on. Even at the giddy height of the fanfare 
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and the volley of hurrahs, the celebrators at the banquet 
would have a shrewd and practical understanding that their 
hero's exploit was not all that good, that when all was said ~~, 
and done the party 's being held for him was fortuitli)us, since 
any one of the participants could have done almost the same 
thing with some practice in tricky turns . In short, instead of 
being stimulated to being discriminating and encouraged to 
do the good by this festival of admiration, the celebrators 
would rather go home more dispo sed than ever to the most 
dangerous but also the most aristocratic of all diseases, to ad-
mire sociall~ hat__?n~ personally re~ ds as triv ial, b~cause 
the whole thing had become a theatrical joke, and the spirited 
toasts of admiration had become the secret understanding .that 
they cou~ lmost j~s~ _\Y.~11_ b~ ad!!liring..!_~e~ ~s. 

\ , J 
>e,(·ir 

Or if a man has finally placed himself at the head of an in
spired undertaking and collected a group of followers, some
thing that is easily done (for there is always a connection be
tween flashes of enthusiasm and prudential apathy)-if he 
now sets out at the head of this band, singing songs of victory 
until he approaches decision and danger-then when he turns 
around to speak an inspiring word to the crowd, the whole 
scene would be changed. The participants would shrewdly ) 
transform themselves into a crowd of spectators who with the 
enormous smugness of shrewdness would pretend that they 
were the ones who cunningly and ironically led him on to this 
high enthusiasm and now have come to look at him and laugh 
at him. In mutual acknowledgment, all of them would be in
finitely more self-satisfied with this uncommon prudence 
than with any achievement; to the mind of shrewdness, it 
would be brilliant. Not a single word would be heard about 
instability, cowardice-no, they would plume themselves on 
the brilliant delusion of shrewdness and thus make their heal-
ing more difficult. Then perhaps the leader also would lose 
courage and the whole undertaking would become as de
moralizing as possible, because it would become a pseudo
movement and an incentive to cowardly conceit. 

That a person stands or falls on his actions is becoming ob
solete; instead, everybody sits around and does a brilliant j ob 
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only as banter, for if it is true that every person has to work 
out ·rus o~ alvation, then forecasting the future is at best 
tolerable and admissible only as a means of recreation, as an 
interesting game such as bowling or tilting the barrel. 87 

~ ~ conclusion my thoughts turn back in gratitude to the 
·._ novel, which at no time has been forgotten. The above criti_ __..,-----

c1sm 1s my own interpretation of what I have learned from the 
author, and therefore if anything immature, untrue, or foolish is 
contained in it, it is my own doing. Anyone who finds it false 
should look to me, but anyone who finds truth in it, finds his 
outlook strengthened or enriched by it, is referred to the 
teacher-the author of the novel. 

The ta~ilr'ffl'y'Ye view;--just as in the novel, has not been to 
judge or evaluate the ages but only to depict them. The pref
ace88 to the novel expressly points out that both can be 
equally legitimate, and the novel ends with the hope 89 for the 
present age expressed by the present age, which on the aver-

Yi~ age, as we said before, is no doubt far more worldly wise and 
informed and reflectively developed than the age of revolu
. tion and, if and when empowered, will act far more inten
sively in relation to the extensity at its disposal. The present 

' age admittedly will have the advantage in extensity but not in 
intensity, which explains why the men of distinction in the 
present age, as in the novel, belong to an older generation,• 
whereas among the younger ones there is a more general 
competence but no eminence. If power and enthusiasm take 
over in individuals, it may become evident that the present 
age actually is or has been its own hindrance. 

90Just as an overgroomed woman fails to look chic because 
that requires tasteful proportion, so the present age seems to 
have so decked itself out in the multifariousness of reflection 
as to preclude the development of a harmonious balance. But 
it must always be kept in mind that reflection itself is not ---• May I be permitted to allude in a~earlier statement on the 
older generation : "It is still unmistakably characterized by a rather consider
able number of significant eminent individualities ." See Af en tndnu Ltvtndts 
Papirtr [From tht Papers of One Still Living), p. 12.91 
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omething pernicious, that on the contrary the prerequisite ) 
f~ acting more intensively is the thorough kneading of reflec-
tion. Antecedent to inspired, enthusiastic action are: first of 
all, the immediate, spontaneous inspiration , then the period 
of prudence, which, because immediate inspiration does not 
deliberate, seems to be superior by virtue of its ingenuity in 
deliberation, and then finally the highest and most intensive 
enthusiasm which follows on the heels of prudence and there-
fore perceives what is the most prudent thing to do but rejects 
it and thereby gains the intensity of infinite enthusiasm. ..._, 

Fo~ the time being thisf mos_t int~ive enthusi~m lwill be \ 
co~ly misunderstood, and it is doubtful that it can ever \ 
be popular-that is, that prudence will ever be prevalent in 
the average man to the degree that it will lose its seductive 
charm so he not only will be able to be its master but also to 
squander it, so to speak, in highest enthusiasm, content with 
the satisfaction ofinfinite enthusiasm, for action arising out of 
such enthusiasm will never be obvious, precisely because i~ is 
contrary to prudence. For example, Socrates was not a man of 
immediate enthusiasm; on the contrary, he was sufficiently 
prudent to perceive what he should do to be acquitted, but he 
disdained acting accordingly , just as he disdained the speech / Y!1 

offered to him. 92 For that very reason there is nothing obvi-
ous about his heroic death; even in death he went on being 
irc:inical by posing the problem to all the prudent whether he \' 
actually had been so very prudent, since he acted contrary to 
prudence . ... 

7tis on this point that prudence gets caught in the verdic.t of 
its own reflection and that of the surrounding world . It fears' 
that acting contrary to prudence will be confused with acting ) 
without prudence. This danger is foreign to immediate inspi
ration and enthusiasm, which therefore needs the impetus of 
highest enthusiasm to break through. And this highest en
thusiasm is not rhetorical balderdash about a higher and a still 
higher and highest-of-all goal; it is recognizable by its cate
gory: it acts against the understanding. But immediate good
naturedness does not know the danger of reflection , either, 
that goodnaturedness could be confused with weakness; for 

( 
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this very reason <!. rEligious impetus has to follow reflec_!jon j n 
order to get goodnat _uredness afloat .· · · - - - · 
~ -,. - --~ -

The firsf hme I r~~~~~vel, I believed it perhaps 

) 

would have been more appropriate for the author to give it 
another title more in the spirit of A Story of Everyday Life, be-

.~ cause I did not clearly see the reflexion of the age in the work . \ r Later I discovered my mistake and have had rich and ample 
S ·\' oeportunity to admire the author's ingenuity. Thus my posi-
-J_ 'ff~ ( ·1:ionc annot be that of a busy critic who , after hastily ~gJ..ng 

\, through the book, grabs his pen in a t}t~ mor to 
-;!__ " '\ ·- drTwt he-attention of others to the book. On the contrary : I 
b -~ have read the novel through severa~~ d wish that the 

\ ~ teemectunlcnown author woufcfregard this perhaps d1spro-
' ~ p-0rtionate review as a token of my acknowledgment of the 
~ ~ pleasure I have had in~~~ this book and the great pleasure 
t': ~ ~-for which I earlier became indeBfed""torhts--writer. For me, at 
~ '\ least, and I do believe this must be true for anyone who has 
~ learned to view existence humanly, the twenty-year career of 

this writer is not something that stimulates or clandestinely 
titillates the inquisitive impatience for the new and fhe novel, 
but it is something that increases joy. As anyone ·kno~:c'api 
tal increases twofold in twenty years, and should not human 
discernment have soil just as productive? In that case, joy over 
the story of everyday life and appreciation of its author should 

Yi~1 have doubled. And so will it also be with a human being's dis
cemfuenci f nea oes not inhumanly confuse himself with 
some abstract something, with the times , our age, etc., but in 
and through his own proper grasp of what it is to be a human 
being finds increased joy in the excellent with each year that it 
continues, and he is thereby personally taught to live a life of 
appreciation of his elders. ~ 

( 
f ltisn ot up to me to direct attention to the novel; in my \ 
/ ~wn opinion that would be unseemingly presumptive. But if ' 

l 
; . anyone asks me for my advice, I woul~ ad~ se him to read it, 
L. ~~~ ifhe has ~ead i~, to : ea-~ it a~ain._ ------- ~ 
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Condu sions from a Consideration 
of the Two Ages 1 

' J now have come to the final section and face the problem the 
auth or has P?Sed for a critic by his own suggestion of supe! Y..
ing a criticism. I wish the author had-not done iC I certainly 
do not say that on my ow na ·ccounr, foriHanother ~ nse it 
would be to my advantage to accept the clues offered, but 

(rie vertheless I will not copy them and pass them off as my 
) own cr.iticisms..jlut in my OP-inion the book has been-harmed _.,...--- ---- .... - _____ _.,... 

by this preface, 2 precisely because it can prompt rash and im-
pulsive people and loose tongues to s_~ : "Is that all? After all, 

o# -- -· .•• - - • -, ~- ·• ---- ,,.,, 

the whole thing can be said on one page." It is certainly true 
that what a gossip or a sassy;· naughty-child says makes no 
difference whatsoever, but when it concerns a book by a repu
table, distinguished, and established literary figure, some
thing else is manifestly more desirable, something which we, 
who perhaps are too accustomed to malice, almost forget, 
that the gossip or the naughty child~should simply- have kept 
qui~t. Something that may be insignificant if it happens to 
other s proves to be all out of proportion when it happens to a 
person of importance, and what is tolerable when it happens 
to oneself distresses one when it happens to a man of distinc
tion. When a person is wearing rubbers because of the muddy 
roads, he cheerfully takes his chances, but when the same per
son sees a young girl, for example, who has solved the prob
lem by walking a rather long way from her home without 
getting muddy at all and blissfully conscious of this trips mer
rily along-and then along comes a boor who in passing 
splashes her with mud, the person wearing rubbers is dis
tressed . It seems to him to be an injustice on the part of life to 

Ill Conclusions: Th e Age of Revolution 61 

pile up incongruities simultaneously; it depresses him that the 
street is for everybody instead of everybody's going out of his 
way for the young girl-and in Danish literature at present 
there is no right of way and no police whatsoever w;ho atleast 
could keep the street-corner loafers and porters and louts off 
the sidewalk. 

THE AGE OF REVOLUTION 3 

The issue here is not an ethical-philosophical evaluation of its 
justification but the consequences in which its concept is re
flected, .and the task is to suggest them only in a general way, 
corresponding to the details of the author's fictional presenta
tion. 

The age of revolution is essentially passionate, and there-
fore it ~ssentially has form. Even the most vehement expres-
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sion of an essential passion 4 eo ipso has form, 5 for this is the 
expression itself, and therefore also has in its form an apol
ogy, an element of reconciliation. Only for a comp letely ex
ternal and indifferent dialectic is the form not the alter ego of 
content and thereby the content itself, but rather an irrelevant 
third something. For example, every letter that bears the· 1 
mark of inwardness in Che expressiorio fan esseniial felt pas
sion haH u--rp,v-form. But ·whetner thel eueri s folcled-form
·~cupy-only a totally external dialectic with the 
apparent importance of6 "eing a quest ion of form : 
. The age of revolution is essentially passionate and therefore \ 

essentially has culture. In other words, the tension and resil- l'.J 

ience of the inner being are the measure of essential culture.* 
f! maidservant genuinely in love is essentially cultured; a 
peasant with his mind passionately and powerfully made up is 

• Being highmind ed and humane, the author of A Story of Everyday Life 
has frequently been attentive to this and in this novel, too, has sketched with 
a few strokes such a character in Mrs. Lyng, the skipper's widow. "S he had 
experienced a great deal in life and was one of those people never adequately 
appreciated, in whom kindness and gentleness take the place of upbringing 
and culture, whom recollection of the sufferings and injustices they have 
undergone teaches refinement regardless of their external station in life" (p. 
87). 
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This review originally was intended for the Nordisk Literatur
tidende. 4 I soon realized that it was too long for the limited 
space of that journal, since as much as half of it is devoted to 
Swedish and Norwegian literature, and also that I am unqual
ified to write for j ournals . There is no jou!:._nal of ~ theti ~ ~ 
well, then, let this also be ~ hat reviews presently refer to as 
the unity of the reflexion5 of the environment and the psycho
logical consequen ce-the unity of my being the author, 
which explains the excessive length of the review, and of the / 
circumstance that nowadays a more ~etailed review must be 
p"lblishe~ ~~ o~ !?_y_itself. Moreov ~, it wil~ ~e readily ap
parent tlfat this review 1s not for esthettc and critical readers of 
newspapers but for rational creatures who take the time and \ 
have the P! tience to read a little boo~ lthough notnece ssar-
fu'. thi s ~ne. Tne fact that thfs~ k is w ritten forth em does I 
not ~can that it obligates them to read; at most it m! ans only I 
that it exempts from reading those whose esthetic and critical 
discernment had been formed by reading newspapers. 6< -· 
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INTRODUCTION 

Complaining about disloyalty and faithlessness between man 
and man is not uncommon in the world , and frequently 
enough the situation borders on the comic: the relation is not 
one of difference but, regrettably, of a faithful image of 
mutual resemblance, two changed persons 7 who in new mis
understanding continue their association, each as the accuser 
of the other, instead of each one separately accusing himself 
and finding understanding. However much and however jus
tifiably one person upbraids another for disloyalty, change
ableness, and instability, he still guards against accounting for 
his own instability on those grounds, because he thereby de
clares himself as one who has the law of his existence outside 
himself-but what is changeableness if not that? If it is true 
that time changes everything, the changeable, then it is also 
true that time reveals who it was who did not change. Instead 
of complaints and accusations and differences and going to 
court, every faithful and committed person has the hope of 
vindication, that in time a re-examination will reveal whether 
he was unfaithful and whether the charge of unfaithfulness 
had the power to change him or not. Ironically enough , 
sometimes the person who promptly accused another person 
could almost wish in the moment of inspection that the ve
hemence of the accusation had had an effect opposite to what 
he originally desired, because it is now apparent that the ac
cuser was the one who changed and now perhaps in fresh 
vehemence is true to form in complaining about this uri-..., 
changeableness. Just as pain and suffering and peril of one's 
life are not always where the shrieking is, so also faithfulness 
to oneself is not always present where the accusation oq 
another is most strident. - · 

The same thing is frequently repeated in the literary world : 
an al!thor accuses his age of unfaithfulness, and the age ac
cuses the author of the same, be it the presumed decline of his 

• 
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